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INTRODUCTION
Any modern enterprise in general would 
have a minimum of three essential 
elements as part of its IT strategy: 

1. a robust ERP system 
2. a data warehouse platform that 

usually runs on 
3. a batch managed (ETL) process and 

a BI analysis and reporting tool

Forrester refers to this as the “layer cake” BI 
architecture.

Many customers are looking to build stronger business cases around transformations powered 
by data and analytics platforms. We hear firsthand from customers that they are looking at ways 
to tap into SAP data along with non-SAP application data. They want real-time streaming data 
generated by Internet powered devices to build a data and analytics platform on the cloud.

The expectations from the new BI solution included:
❏ Leverage existing infrastructure as much as possible while utilising advances in technologies that will aid 

new business intelligence functions. 
❏ Allow a fresh visual approach to delivering data; thereby achieving better adoption rates, 

pervasiveness and an incentive to use the solution
❏ Central governance of data with flexible self-service BI opportunities for business departments
❏ Enable data exploration opportunities from dynamic data sets and the ability to link this information 

with non-SAP ERP data sets to enable a 360-degree view to the management, leading to improved 
decision making

❏ A flexible and scalable architecture so that emerging technologies such as Data Science, Artificial 
Intelligence and Machine Learning could be introduced as required

❏ Maintain cost parity – will not cost more than the existing BI platform (in contrary opportunities to 
save cost), but provides more functionality

❏ A scalable data warehouse to accommodate growing data volumes on demand typical challenges faced 
by the customer were:
• Slow responses – both from a solution turn around and long report execution times
• Inability to get SAP & Non-SAP data together – leading to heavy reliance on data extraction and 

local Excel analysis
• Inflexible and complex BI front-end tools forcing reliance on IT
• Time consuming SAP BW changes to data model
• Limited opportunities of data exploration and analysis for new models

Migrate from SAP BW to CLOUD
One of UXLI’s customer had a similar setup - SAP ERP, BW and Business Objects (BO). UXLI was 
approached to help decommissioning and migrate their existing SAP BW & BO systems to a 
“modern” data warehouse in cloud. 



SAP BW Analytics - Challenges

Reduced Flexibility

• Rigid environment and 
development – testing and 
propagating changes 

• Time consuming SAP BW 
changes to data model.

• Inflexible and complex BI 
front-end tools forcing 
reliance on IT.

• Limited self-service

• Specialist and expensive skill 
requirement – increasing 
TCO

Big Data Regime

• Slow responses – both from
a solution turn around and 
(long) report execution 
times.

• Not fit for Big Data analysis

• Limits data analyst and data
scientist to use enterprise 
data for advanced analysis

• Limited opportunities of data
exploration and analysis for 
new models.

ECC BI Extractor

• SAP defined fields in 
standard extractor

• Requires complex 
enhancements to extractors
for custom fields

• Complex process knowledge
required to build custom 
extractors

Cost

• High Cost to deploy and 
maintain

• Move to HANA will add more
to TCO

• Multiple system environment 
lead to longer testing times –
limited test capabilities on 
production type data sets

SAP and Non-SAP Data

• SAP BW works good with 
SAP data, however, is not fit 
for purpose in case of non-
SAP data

• Increasing Business demand 
to combine enterprise data 
with external data .

• Multi-channel data analysis is
becoming more and more 
important

• Inability to get SAP & Non-
SAP data together – leading 
to heavy reliance on data 
extraction and local excel 
analysis.

Modernise SAP Analytics

AWS Cloud

Amazon Simple 
Storage Service

Amazon Redshift

Azure Cloud

Azure Data Lake 
Storage

SQL DW

• Robust ERP
system

• Manages 
Business 
Processes

• SAP certified 
Integration Tools • Flexible Data Analysis

• Data Lake Analysis
• Flexibility to use variety of modern BI 

Tools
• Enhanced opportunity for business self 

service.

• Use cloud platform as per business choice
• Build Flexible Data model which allows various

analysis options
• Integrate SAP Enterprise data to non-SAP business 

data 

Moving to a modern Data Analtics architecture is key for business to create an Enterprise Data Platform 



The Solution

After an early assessment of the requirements, our proposed solution involved the use of 
multiple cloud-based technologies architected to work seamlessly while leveraging and 
recognising the boundaries of the existing technologies.

The customer benefitted from retaining the existing core systems and there was no impact to 
their existing business processes (figure below). 

Migration to the new data warehouse was achieved for all the core business processes 
including finance (FI), Inventory (MM/IM), logistics (SD), procurement (PUR) and plant 
maintenance (PM).

The new data warehouse (figure below) was flexible, scalable and not restrictive. The business 
was able to explore data in different ways. Reporting was possible from multiple technologies 
– PowerBI and /or BIRST.
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• Environment setup can be defined based on internal Governance and migration process
• Access to individual component is defined based on organization role mapping

Technologies used for the solution 
included:
• AWS S3 Service – used for 

staging and data lake formation.
• AWS Glue – used for Metadata 

and Data Catalog Management
• AWS Lambda – used for event 

man-agement and serverless 
workflow ex-ecution

• AWS RedShift – backbone for trans-
forming and consolidating data 
gath-ered from multiple sources

• Power BI – A cloud-based data 
ware-housing solution to improve 
report-ing performance and create 
smart in-teractive dashboards

• AWS API gateway – used to commu-
nicate with other applications 
using warehouse data

Sources
• Data was sourced from the underlying SAP ERP system 

by reusing the SAP Standard and Custom Extractors. The 
sys-tem benefitted from the built-in delta management 
mechanism.

• Additional information required by the business was 
extracted by querying the SAP tables and views directly

• The platform is also open to extract data from non-
SAP data sources as required

Data Lake formation
Data Lake is an important complement to the modern data 
warehouse. All the SAP and non-SAP data is extracted into 
the Data Lake. The data lake also allows the 
interconnection of data sets to explore and identify early 
patterns / indications without going through an elaborate 
development cycle.  Early growth allows the storage of 
structured and unstructured data at any scale and helps 
improve data/information predicative operations by using 
alerting algorithms.

Data Services
A data warehouse becomes truly flexible when it allows 
the Line of Business (LoB) users to use the corporate 
and local Business Intelligence layers seamlessly. The LOB 
users are able to have their own Operational Reporting, 
Exploration, Text, GIS or simple data extraction services; 
thereby reducing the IT dependence. 
This flexibility and independence removed the 
dependence on a single BI toolset. “Bring your own BI tool” 
became a reality! 

Security
Information/Data security remains the 
top priority. UXLI recommended a “least 
privilege” approach which means that 
data is exposed to users
only on need basis. The solution used 
the inherent infrastructure and related 
services security provided by the cloud 
platform and the customer was 
responsible for data content and user 
security.



SolutionAchievements
The new Datawarehouse in the cloud was ready for the busi-
ness within 2 months from inception:
• No disruption to the business. LOBs continued to use old 

data warehouse while migration in progress.
• Reports and content were migrated in logical groups to 

minimise impact on business functions
• Since the new technology platform in place, UXLI has im-

plemented a number of projects with an agile methodolo-
gy and supporting the overall system.

• implementation of the above solution resulted in rapid de-
ployment of business reports and dashboards.

…….
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was improved by:
• Redesigning the data model in cloud with flexible performant star schema modelling
• Pushing all data processing logic into database instead of frontend tools

was addressed by:
• New business context/attributes can be directly added to the AWS redshift model 

and processing only the impacted dimensions in the reporting layer
• A network BI layer was created which led to:
• LOB wide data spaces for Transaction & Master Data provide a reusable foundation 

for a single source of truth for future reporting initiatives.
• allowed creation of a LOB wide corporate reporting tool

Improved by :
• Self-service BI enabled - making it easy for the users to search for information 

and perform their analysis
• Data -driven interactive dashboards designed to tell a story on a single page. Users 

can filter and drill through the details to gain further insights.



UXLI Offerings

Source

• Understanding of SAP ERP
Modules and underline
architecture.

• Knowledge of SAP DB Table
design / BI extractors, Change
Tables, Queries, Function
Modules, SAP ODP framework.

• ABAP and OData development
experience

Extract

• Experience with SAP
extraction tools:
• SAP BODS
• SAP SLT

• Experience with 3rd Party Tools
• Theobald
• Snaplogic
• Talend

• Experience in creating custom
bespoke extractors

Analyse

• Strong Competency in Cloud
Data Management

• Big Data platform creation on
AWS or Azure

• Unique approach to build
Flexible, Convenient and
Consistent data platform

Consume

• Experience in working with
leading BI tools
• Power BI
• Tableau
• Looker
• Board
• BIRST

• Helping enterprise to embrace
self service BI

About UXLI
UXLI Ltd is a young, dynamic and ambitious European Data Management and Analytics Consulting company who are committed to 
empowering businesses by unlocking information that shapes decision-making. Our key focus is to be able to offer a value portfolio 
of quality BI and analytics services that anticipate and satisfy our customers’ needs. By focusing on data in the right context, we are 
able to deliver business insight and help organisations become increasingly intelligent about the way they use their digital assets. 

For more information visit www.uxli.com or write to us at info@uxli.co.uk




